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The modern media purge, shutting down 
the presses, and eliminate the alternative 
media.  This was done during the dark 
ages, and it is being done again today.   
 
Things are really heating up.  Donald Trump 
headlined the news this month saying “You 
know, if you go out and you want to buy 
groceries, you need a picture on a card, 
you need ID,” Trump continued. “You go 
out and you want to buy anything, you 
need ID and you need your picture.”  
(Trump claims you need ID to 
buy groceries https://www.cnn.
com/2018/08/01/politics/trump-grocery-
shopping-id/index.html) 
 
I’m not sure if Trump thinks we are living 
in NAZI Germany, but to be honest, it 
isn’t true YET.   We don’t need ID to buy 
groceries, however many grocery stores 
today are giving out cards, and the moves 
toward a cashless society are being made.  
In America by 2020 we are told that “every 
air traveler will need a REAL ID-compliant 
license, or another acceptable form of 
identification, for domestic air travel.”   
(Countdown to REAL ID Card http://www.
ncsl.org/research/transportation/count-
down-to-real-id.aspx) 
 
And I’ve documented recently several 

articles talking about the new financial 
system where buying and selling 
will be restricted.  https://www.
thethirdangelsmessage.com/climate-justice 
 
The Bible has told us that the time would 
come “that no man might buy or sell, save 
he that had the mark, or the name of the 
beast, or the number of his name.”  (Rev 
13:17) Furthermore, the Bible tells us that 
this beast has an image that will enforce 
that mark and that “as many as would not 
worship the image of the beast should 
be killed.” (Rev 13:15)    And so there is 
a purge coming.  And one of the ways 
in which this will happen is by complete 
control of the economy.      
 
purge definition: 
An abrupt or violent removal of a group of 
people from an organization or place. 
synonyms:removal, expulsion, ejection, 
exclusion, eviction, dismissal, sacking, 
ousting, eradication 
“the purge of dissidents” 
 
How Will This Purge Come to Pass 
 
A recent article was written entitled 
“The Vatican Is Wooing Silicon 
Valley.  And the tech sector is flirting 
back.”   https://www.theatlantic.com/
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technology/archive/2018/03/vatican-
hackathon/555365/ 
 
First who or what is Silicon Valley for 
those who don’t know?  Silicon Valley 
is a place in California where much 
of the technology and electronics are 
built.  Most electronic conductors are 
made of silicon.  The idea of the article 
is to say that the Papacy is trying to 
gain control of much of the internet 
and media through “wooing” and 
“flirting”, perhaps in an effort to marry 
the Papacy to it.   
 
And so as during the dark ages they 
want to control the “printing presses”.   
So today the same is happening.  The 
article shockingly documents the 
following:   
“…it’s been argued the Catholic Church 
was actually the Silicon Valley of the 
Middle Ages.” 
And furthermore in another article we 
read: 
“In case you think this Vatican 
Hackathon is an unusual invention,” 
he said, “let me just mention that we 
Jesuits, Dominicans, and Franciscans 
and others embraced the printing 
press in the 16th century and did much 
the same with it as we’re hoping to do 
with technology today.” 
https://www.
vaticannews.va/
en/vatican-city/
news/2018-03/
first-vatican-
hackathon-
seeks-
solutions-to-
real-problems.
html 
 
Wow.  So they 
want to do 
the same with 
technology 
today as they 
did during the dark ages.  For those 
who are not familiar with the Jesuits 
and the Spanish Inquisition, what they 

did during those days was actually 
use the press to weaken the power 
of, and to even persecute and destroy 
Protestants and reformers.   
 
So again, what are they hoping to 
accomplish today?  Well, they want to 
silence the voices 
of those who 
might use the 
press to destroy 
and weaken the 
power of the 
Papacy.   They 
have to control 
the press, they 
have to control 
the media.  In order 
to do this, they need to change the 
constitution.    
 
Fake News and the First Amendment 
 
The first amendment protects three 
very important aspects of freedom 
among other things.   
1.  Free Speech 
2.  Your Rights to Worship 
3.  Your Right to Publish your views 
 
For those familiar with history, you 
already understand that the Papacy 
and the Vatican have for years 

stood against 
the constitution 
of the United 
States and have 
labelled “liberty of 
conscience” as a 
most “pestilential 
error”,  a pest 
of all pests it is 
to them.   The 
First amendment 
declares: 
 
“Congress shall 
make no law 
respecting 

an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 
or abridging the freedom of speech, 

or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.”
No laws are to be made concerning 
the freedom of speech.  Any law about 
hate speech or what not is completely 
“UN-constitutional”.   No law is to be 

made in respect 
to a religion, no 
religious liberty 
orders signed 
into law, whether 
telling people 
when to have 
days or hours of 
fasting or prayer, 
the constitution 

is the law of the land, 
and it already gives religious liberty.   
Furthermore, the freedom of the press.  
The first amendment forbids any law 
concerning fake news.   
 
Trump and Fake News 
 
Donald Trump has certainly been the 
target of many news articles attacking 
him lately.  And it has created an 
uproar among the people.  Trump has 
declared a war on fake news calling it 
“the enemy of the people.”  A slogan 
used by Hitler, Stalin, Mao and other 
dictators.   And it certainly is.  However, 
why is fake news an “enemy to the 
people”?  This may be a shocking 
revelation to some, but it is because 
those who are calling for laws to be 
made concerning fake news media will 
soon have their cry granted and their 
first amendment rights stripped from 
them.    
 
Did I say soon?   How soon?  ITS 
HAPPENING NOW.   
 
Alex Jones Deleted From YouTube, 
Facebook, Twitter 
 
Let me first state that I am no fan of 
Alex Jones.  At times I have found 
informative information on his site, 
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however, I will be very clear, I am not a 
fan.  But what has recently happened 
to his media outlet Infowars should 
alarm us all.  About 5 months ago, 
Mike Adams who has been a guest 
host on the Alex Jones show and is 
very popular in the alternative natural 
health world, had his channel deleted 
from YouTube.   
Now before I go 
on, these people 
made millions 
of dollars on 
YouTube, and 
used this media 
to educate the 
public concerning 
issues such as 
9/11 and other 
conspiracies 
that have taken 
place that were 
covered up by 
the government and elite groups.   
Alex Jones channel had a very large 
platform and was reaching millions 
and was a channel on YouTube with 
thousands of videos.    
 
When Mike Adams channel was 
deleted, this was almost a test to 
see how people would react and 
it passed on fairly silently without 
much protest.   But now they deleted 
Alex Jones channel, and not only 
that but banned him from Facebook, 
Twitter and several other multimedia 
websites.  They also took down his 
website infowars.com and have really 
destroyed his website so that it will not 
show up in search engines.    
 
This is probably the big take down, 
and thousands more are to have 
their rights to these modern printing 
presses taken away.    
 
I did a video a while back about fake 
news and the Papacy.  If you haven’t 
seen it, you need to. You can see that 
video HERE 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EeaFxIsb8Dg&t 

 
In the video I describe how Pope 
Francis had become a victim of a fake 
news story and in one of those fake 
news stories on the web the article  
said that “the Pope was told by God to 
change the ten commandments.”  
Though the story was fabricated, and 

it is from a fake news website.  We 
have to wonder who has created these 
sites that all seem to be coming out of 
nowhere.  Snopes.com has come out 
and told us that the story concerning 
Pope Francis is fake news.  And rightly 
so.    However, it seems snopes.com 
didn’t give the entire story.   Most 
times they do, but strangely, this one 
didn’t have much info concerning it.  
In this case they didn’t give us any 
history.  
Perhaps because 
the editor of 
Snopes.com has 
described herself 
as “openly left-
leaning” liberal. 
She trashed 
the Tea Party 
as “teahadists.” 
Basically likening 
them as terrorists 
and has called 
Bill Clinton “one of our greatest” 
presidents. 
Snopes has also been caught omitting 
information when facts are contrary to 
their political leanings.   
Read more: http://dailycaller.

com/2016/06/17/fact-checking-
snopes-websites-political-fact-
checker-is-just-a-failed-liberal-
blogger/#ixzz4fIbCgSuB
And now Facebook and Snopes have 
decided to team up together to stop 
what they deem to be fake news by 
censoring websites that may produce 
fake news. 
Now why is all of this important to 
understand?  Well, as those who 
know Bible prophecy, we are told in 
the book of Daniel that the man of sin 
mentioned in the book of Daniel 7 has 
to do with the Papacy.  And in verse 25 
we are told that “he thinks to change 
times and laws”.   
Historic documentation from the 
Catholic Church themselves tells us 
that the Papacy has done this very 
thing.   Quoting from their own lips we 
read:
“We observe Sunday instead of 
Saturday because the Catholic Church 
in the Council of Laodicea (364 AD) 
transferred the solemnity from 
Saturday to Sunday.” (The Converts 
Catechism, Peter Giermann, page 50. 
This catechism received the pope’s 
blessing on January 25, 1910)
“Sunday is a Catholic institution, 
and its claims to observance can be 
defended only on Catholic principles… 
From beginning to end of Scripture 

there is not a 
single passage 
that warrants 
the transfer of 
weekly public 
worship from 
the last day 
of the week 
to the first.” 
(The Catholic 
Press, Sydney, 
Australia, 
August, 1900)

“Protestants… accept Sunday rather 
than Saturday as the day for public 
worship after the Catholic Church 
made the change… But the Protestant 
mind does not seem to realize that in 
observing Sunday, they are accepting 
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the authority of the spokesman for the church, the Pope.” 
(Our Sunday Visitor, February 5, 1950) 
 
You see, and websites like Snopes.com leave out this part 
of the story, and the part about what happened during 
the dark ages as well and all the Christian persecution, the 
martyrs.    
 
See, there is an information purge taking place right now, 
and I’m certain they will be part of it.   And most of the 
information coming out of these left leaning sites has a 
bias, but so does the right and most of the conservative 
sites.    Sometimes these politicians play both sides very 
well.  It’s like entertainment wrestling, they beat each 
other to a pulp, then go out to the bar together and drink 
beer in the evening because in real life they are all good 
friends putting on a show.   You see even Alex Jones was 
supporting a man like Donald Trump.   But Trump wants 
to purge some of the media because it is fake news.  Well, 
Alex Jones seemed to be the main aim in order to begin 

this purge.   
 
No the best way to stop fake news and keep your freedom, 
is to stop buying, sharing, or promoting it.  Not to make 
laws outlawing it.  BUT, as with the fall of the Republic of 
Rome, so also the United States constitutional Rebublic 
must fall resulting in an image of the Papacy, and a repeat 
of the same history.   “Babylon is fallen,….(Not Once)…is 
fallen(But Twice)”  (Revelation 14:8) 
 
“Those who forget their history are doomed to repeat it.”   
 
And so the people of God are soon to be plunged into the 
most troublous time this world has ever seen, and there 
will be but a few who will truly stand on the platform of 
God’s word against this beast and his image.  May we all 
be truly searching the word as never before, and claiming 
the promises of God as we enter into the closing scenes 
together.  DB 

 Camp Meeting - Tabernacles 2018 
October 24-31

Updated Information for Camp 
 
More Cabins: We announced this camp meeting last month, and 
amazingly we already have almost 70 people registered at the 
time of this writing.  The cabins listed in last month’s newsletter 
were filled within the first week.  The camp is now less than two 
months away and we are looking forward to a great turnout.  It 
will be a wonderful time feasting on the precious truths of God’s 
word.   The schedule is almost ready, we have a few special 
speakers who are still maybe’s for the camp.    The theme of the 
camp meeting will be on “Receiving the Latter Rain”.  Some of 
the speakers confirmed include Dean Ferrell, Christian Israel, Lyn 
Wright, David Barron, John Henry, Wayne Wright.   There are a 
few other speakers we are hoping will be there as well to share 
with us precious light concerning last day events and the medical missionary work.   
 

We are also working on setting up a children’s program and would love volunteers 
to help with that as well.   
 
We Now Have Arranged Charlotte Airport Bus Transport:  Also for those who are 
flying in, we also have a bus that will be picking up at the airport in Charlotte, NC 
on October 23rd.  The bus will be leaving the airport to the camp by 2:30 PM in the 
afternoon.   It will also be doing a drop on November 1st at 2:30 PM.    
 
All the original cabins on the pricelist were quickly booked up, however praise the 
Lord we have additional cabins that we will be able to use that are on the site which 
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are listed below.   Firstly we have a very nice cabin called 
the volunteer cabin.  It has 2 Bedrooms with queen 
beds, and a loft upstairs with 2 single beds.  It also has an 
extra room with 4 single beds in it as well.   We also have a 
duplex with 2 sides in it, having a queen size bed and 
4 singles in each which is similar to the family duplex.   
And we also can use the hammock room which has 4 
single beds in it, as well as 2 other enclosed cabins on 
tent platforms.   
Here are the prices again with the new cabins listed: 
 
MEAL TICKETS

Catering will be provided.  There is an kitchen in the 
pavilion, and further kitchens in the cottages.  Lots 

of good water.  2 
Healthy and hearty Vegan meals per day will be provided to those who purchase the meal 
tickets.  It is encouraged to order the meals so that we all can enjoy our time together at 
these meetings.    If anyone needs gluten free, has allergies, or needs something special let 
us know.

Meals for Adults $150.00           Enter # of Guests Here (     ) 
Meals for Children $75.00 Up to 12      Enter # of Guests Here   (     ) 
Children under 5  FREE             Enter # of Guests Here   (     )

Important:  Bring your own bed and 
bath linens.  Also, please remember to 
bring warm clothing as we don’t know 
what the weather will be like at that 
time of year.  If you can’t please let us 
know.  Check in day is October 23rd, Checkout 
will be on November 1st.

Lodging Still Available

RV Parking 200.00Electric/Water (1 LEFT)  Parking Lot has lots of space and is free to park 
Tenting Free – Enclosed Tent Platforms 10 Available 

ON-SITE BUNKHOUSES  44 Beds                   –$80.00 (AVAILABLE)

Hammock Room – Rustic 4 Single Beds – Sold as 1 –     -$200.00  (AVAILABLE) 
Enclosed Platform Cabins  Sleep 6,  Rustic no electricity.  $150.00  (AVAILABLE) 

Duplex with Sitting Area Each Side has Queen and 4 Singles  $500.00 (2 Available) 
Volunteer Cabin   Bedroom with Queen Bed  (300.00)  (2 Available) 

Volunteer Cabin Loft 2 Singles in open. (200.00) 
Volunteer Cabin Attached Bedroom 4 Singles (325.00) 

 
Important Note:  For those who are travelling please bring your own bedding and pillows and warm clothing since we 

don’t know what the weather will be like at that time of year.   If you can’t, please let us know and we will try to arrange 
something.  If you have any needs of anything, also, please let us know if we can help.   We have tried to make it so anyone 

and everyone can come by making 
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Books and DVDS Available 

Your help is very important to continuing our min-
istry.  And we thank you for all donations that are 
sent to help us.  Be sure to get these new book-
lets. If you’d like a set of them to strengthen your 
faith or want to share them with other people, 
we can mail them out to you.   Recommended do-
nation including shipping to America or the Bible 
study set is about $20.00.   Other countries can 
cost a lot more, but we can do it.   If you would 
like numerous sets we are happy to make them 
for a much cheaper cost.   Make all cheques pay-
able to David Barron.  
 
If you can’t afford it and would like a set anyway, 
we will give you a set.   Or if you would like to 
help our ministry in any other way, all donations 
are welcome and help us to continue the work 
that God gave us to do.  

Our new mailing address is 508 Evening Shade 
Lane, Graysville, TN, 37338

Booklets: 
Out of the Cities  ________
Curse of Disease - Why?               ________ Exposing the Lunar Sabbaths  ________
Temple of God   ________ The Comforter    ________
Book of the Law   ________ Jerusalem Above Mother of us All ________
Created in God’s image  ________ Mystery of Lawlessness   ________
Born Again of Incorruptible Seed________ Ellen White on the Trinity  ________
What was Abolished  ________ Truth About God   ________
What is the Church  ________ The Omega of Deadly Heresies  ________
1888 And The Covenants ________ Shall we Keep the Feasts   ________
Triune God Triune Union ________ Importance of Holy Convocations ________

DVD’s
Babble On - Tongues of Confusion_______ Liberty of Conscience Threatened ________
Donald Trump Church State ________ Pope Francis Trump Walls of Unity ________
Does God Kill    ________ True and Righteous are His Judgments ________
Sabbath More Fully Adventists ________ Deadly Wound Healed   ________
The Judgments   ________ The Omega Part 1   ________
The Omega Part 2  ________ Out of the Cities   ________
Killing Cancer   ________ Importance of Holy Convocations (TB) ________
Take up Your Cross (TB) ________ Two Covenants (TB)   ________
Remember…the Judgments (TB) ________ Truth About God/Mark of the Beast ________
Temple of God/Health (TB) ________ Jim Carrey Spiritualism                  ________
Abomination of Desolation 2 (TB)_______ Omega Sermon    ________

Built Upon the Rock Study Guides  ____________


